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Sept. 1. A misty morning followed by a still, cloudy,
misty day, through which has fallen a very little rain
this forenoon already. Now I notice a few faint chipping sparrows, busily picking the seeds of weeds in
the garden . Are they the Savannah sparrows? They
show no white in tail. Yet I see no yellow on brows.
Small feathers on back, centred with black and edged
with pale brown (? ) ; inner vanes of wing-quills bay ;
crown without chestnut ; brown dash from angle of
mouth backward . Do not the sparrows now commonly
begin to feed on seeds of weeds in gardens ?
P. M. - Along river to E. Ilosmer's .
A very little mizzling. The Aster Tradescanti is
perhaps beginning 1 to whiten the shores on moist
banks. I see a fine (reddish) topped grass in low lands,
whitened like a thin veil with what it has caught of
this dewy rain. It wets my feet much .
The Cornus sericea berries are now in prime, of dif' Vide Sept. 14.
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ferent shades of blue, lighter or darker, and bluish
white. They are so abundant as to be a great ornament to our causeways and riverside. The whiteberried, too, is now in prime, but drops off . The Viburnum dentatum berries are smaller and duller. The
Viburnum Lentago are just fairly begun to have purple
cheeks.
Even this rain or mizzling brings down many leaves
of elms and willows, etc.,-the first . to notice, since the
fall of the birches which began so long ago . Saw two
wild ducks go over . Another said they were large
gray ducks ; also that Simon Brown's boy had got a
young wild duck which came home from the river
with the tame ones.
Sept. 2. The second still, misty, mizzling and rainy
day. We all lie abed late. Now many more sparrows
in the yard, larger than chip-birds and showing ashy
under sides as they fly . A part the same as yesterday's .
Are they Savannahs, or bay-wings, or both? I see
but the slightest touch of white in the tail of any. Those
clear ashy beneath are cinereous about the shoulders
above. A tree sparrow too? though I do not see the
spot.'
The
Opened one of my- snapping turtle's eggs.
young alive, but not very lively, with shell dark grayishblack ; yolk as big as a hazelnut ; tail curled round
and is considerably longer than the shell, and slender ;
three ridges on back, one at edges of plates on each
' Ileard a faint warble from one the next afternoon at about
fi P. m . on apple trees .
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side of dorsal, which is very prominent . There is only
the trace of a dorsal ridge in the old . Eye open.'
P. 1VI. - By boat to Purple Utricularia Shore.
Still and cloudy, all shut in, but no rain. The flags
are turned yellow along the river, quite an autumnal
scene, with commonly a strip of green left in their
centres . The sparganium not changed. The pontederias, half of them, are brown and crisp. Of pads,
only the white lily are conspicuous . The button-bushes
are generally yellowing, i. e., are of an autumnal yellowish green . The black willows are decidedly crisped
and yellowish . The interrupted fern begins to yellow.
The autumnal dandelion is conspicuous on the shore .
How handsome ripe grapes with the bloom on them!
This rubbed off, they show purple or black. I find
some quite sweet which have ripened on a rock. They
are a noble fruit to the eye . The waxwork is fairly
yellow on all hands. Now is the time to gather it. Ivy
leaves on some plants are yellow, scarlet, and dullred, besides green.
I see white lilies wide open at 2.30 P. m. They are
half open even at 5 P. Avt . in many places this moist
cloudy day and thus late in their season. Still a few
pontederias also. I see dogsbane still in flower . The
Bidens Beck-ii is oftenest eaten (?) off just below the
blossom . Saw what I think must be a solitary wood ( ? )
duck. Started it several times, driving it before me
up the river, getting within twenty rods. It uttered a
Bathed at Hubbard's .
shrill quacking each time.
The water is surprisingly cold on account of the cool
' fide [next page].
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weather and rain, but especially since the rain of
yesterday morning. It is a very important and remarkable autumnal change. It will not be warm again
probably.
To my great surprise I find this morning (September
3d) that the little unhatched turtle, which I thought
was sickly and dying, and left out on the grass in the
rain yesterday morn, thinking it would be quite dead
in a few minutes - I find the shell alone and the
turtle a foot or two off vigorously crawling, with neck
outstretched (holding up its head and looking round
like an old one) and feet surmounting every obstacle.
It climbs up the nearly perpendicular side of a basket
with the yolk attached. They thus not only continue
to live after they are dead, but begin to live before
they are alive!
Are those large rigid green clusters the dried fertile
flowers of the black ash ? The keys are formed and
appear ripe.
The moderate mizzling rain of yesterday and to-day
is the first (excepting the slight shower in the eve of
the 26th ult .) since that moderate one of August 4th .
Yet this brings down leaves, cools the rivers and ponds,
and brings back ducks and other migratory birds .
I see two or three large plump sparrows hopping along
on the butt()n-bushes and eating the rnikania blossoms,
sometimes !x" rclung on the lower mossy stems and
uttering a faint chip, with crown distinctly divided
by a light line and another light line over eye, light
throat and vent, ashy (?) breast and beneath, without
spot. Is it not the white-throated sparrow?
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Observed a large clam at the Bath Place, where
they have not gone down, -apparently quite old,
with a sort of wart-like protuberances, as if the shell
were worn into hollows while the harder parts were
prominent . The shell, where worn, green, the end
shaggy with a kind of moss or alga .
A sort of Aster longifolius, some days by Mill Brook
on Lowell road, but with not long, loose, green-tipped
scales, i. e. not squarrose. Call this A . tenuifolius for
present. (It may be carneus .)
Two-leaved Solomon's-seal berries red .
I have not allowed enough probably for the smoke
mixed with the haze in the late drought . The fires
in woods and meadows have been remarkably numerous and extensive all over the country, the earth
and vegetation have been so dry, especially along
railroads and on mountains and pine plains. Some
meadows are said to have been burned three feet deep!
On some mountains it burns all the soil down to the
rock. It catches from the locomotive, from sportsmen's wadding, and from burning brush and peat
meadows. In all villages they smell smoke, especially
at night . On Lake Champlain, the pilots of steamboats could hardly see their course, and many complained that the smoke made their eyes smart and affected their throats . Bears, it is said, have in sonic
instances been compelled to migrate .'
' [The following appears on an inside cover page of the manuscript journal volume that ends here .]
My faults are : Paradoxes, - saying just the opposite, - a
be imitated .

style

which may
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Sept. 3. Sunday . Fair weather and a clear atmosphere after two days of inizzling, cloudy, and rainy
weather and some smart showers at daylight and in
the night. The street is washed hard and white .
P. M. - With Minot Pratt into Carlisle .
Woodbine berries purple . Even at this season I see
some fleets of yellow butterflies in the damp road
after the rain, as earlier . Pratt showed me a tobacco
flower, long and tubular, slightly like a datura . In
his yard appears a new variety of sweet-briar which
he took out of the woods behind his house ; larger
bush and leaves, leaves less glandular and sticky beneath, the principal serrations deeper and much sharper,
and the whole leaf perhaps less rounded. Saw some
winged ants silvering a circular space in the pasture
grass about five inches in diameter, a few very large
ones among them. Very thick and incessantly moving, one upon another, some without wings, all running
about in great excitement. It seemed the object of
the winged ones to climb to the top of the grass blades,
one over another, and then take to -,wing, which they
did . In the meadow southwest of Hubbard's Hill saw

Ingenious .
Playing with words, - getting the laugh, - not always simple,
strong, and broad .
Using current. phrases and maxims, when I should speak for
myself .
Not always earnest .
"In short," "in fact," "alas!" etc .
Want of conciseness .
Walden published, Wcdnes(lay, Aug . 9th, '64 .
Sent Fields F? copies of the 1T'eek, Oct . 18th, 'G4 .
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white Polygala sanguinea, not described . Lambkill
again in Hunt Pasture . Close to the left-hand side
of bridle-road, about a hundred rods south of the oak,
a bayberry bush without fruit, probably a male one .
It made me realize that this was only a more distant
and elevated sea-beach and that we were within reach
of marine influences. My thoughts suffered a sea-turn .
North of the oak (four or five rods), on the left of the
bridle-road in the pasture -next to Mason's, tried to
find the white hardback still out, but it was too late.
Found the mountain laurel out again, one flower,
close sessile on end of this year's shoot . There were
numerous blossom-buds expanding, and they may
possibly open this fall . Running over the laurel an
amphicarpaea in bloom, some pods nearly an inch long,
out probably a week, or ten days at most . Epilobium
molle, linear, still in flower in the spruce swamp, near
my path. A white hardback out of bloom by a pile of
stones (on which I put another) in Robbins's field,
and a little south of it a clump of red huckleberries .
Sept. 4 . Monday. Aster multifloras. Observed the
under sides of a shrub willow by the river, lit by the
rays of the rising sun, shining like silver or dewdrops.
Yet, when I stood nearer and looked down on them
at a different angle, they were quite dull.
I have provided my little snapping turtle with a tub
of water and mud, and it is surprising bow fast he
learns to use his limbs and this world . He actually
runs, with the yolk still trailing from him, as if he had
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got new vigor from contact with the mud . The insensibility and toughness of his infancy make our life,
with its disease and low spirits, ridiculous. He impresses tile as the rudiment of a man worthy to inhabit the earth. It( is born with a shell. That is
symbolical of his tongltness. Ilis shell being so rounded
and sharp oil the bade rit this age, lie can turn over
without trouble .
I'. M. --To iinibing fern.
Polyynnunt arliculcdn .at, apparently three or four
days. . .In the woMl-1 ;.ltlrs I find a great many of the
Castile-soap galls, more oi less fresh . Some are saddled
on tile twigs. They are now dropping from the shrub
oaks. Is not :Art itself a gall? Nature is stung by
God and the seed of reran planted in her . The artist
changes the direction of Nature and makes her grow
according to his idea. If the gall was anticipated
when tile oak was made, so was the canoe when the
birch was made . (,,ettius stings Nature, and she grows
accord-Mg to its idea.
7.30 . -To lair llawn Pond by boat.
Full tnoou ; bats flying about ; skaters and waterbugs (? ) like sparks of fire on the surface between us
and the moon . The high shore above the railroad
bridge wa, very simple and grand, ___ first the bluish
sky with it,(, moons and a few .righter stars, then tire
near high level )),ink like a distant mountain ridge
or a dart: cloud in the eastern horizon, then its reflection
in the water, iiialcing it double, and finally the glassy
water and the sheen in one spot on the white lily pads.
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Some willows for relief in the distance on the right. It
was Ossianic .
I noticed this afternoon tlrttt bubbles would not
readily form orr the water, and soon burst, probably
on account of the late rains, ,vhich have changed its
quality . There is probably less stagnation and scum .
It is less adhesive .
A fine transparLtrt mist. Lily Bay seemed as wide
as a lake. You referred the shore hack to the Clamshell Hills . The mere edge which a flat shore presents
makes no distinct impression on the eye and, if seen
at all, appears as the base of the distant hills. Comntonly a slight mist yet more conceals it. The dim
low shore, but a few rods distant, is seen as the base
of the distant hills whose distance you know. The low
shore, if not entirely concealed by the low mist, is seen
against the distant hills and passes for their immediate
base. For the same reason hills near the water appear
much more steep than they are . We hear a faint metallic chip from a sparrow on the button-bushes or
willows now and then . Ilowse was struck by the simplicity of nature now, -the sky the greater part,
then a little dab of earth, and after some water near
you. Looking up the reach beyond Clamshell, the
moon on our cast quarter, its sheen was reflected for
half a mile from the pads and the rippled water next
them on that side, while the x6llows lined tile shore in
indistinct black masses like trees made with India
ink (-,without distinct branches), and it looked like a
sort of Broadway with the sun reflected front its
pavements. Such willows might be made with soot
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or smoke merely, lumpish with fine edges. Meanwhile
Fair Haven Hill, seen blue through the transparent
mist, was as large and imposing as Wachusett, and
we seemed to be approaching the Highlands of the
river, a mountain pass, where the river had burst through
mountains . A high mountain would be no more impos-

ing .
Now I began to hear owls, screech (?) owls, at a.
distance up-stream ; but we hardly got nearer to them,
as if they retreated before us. At length, when off
Wheeler's grape and cranberry meadow, we heard one
near at hand . The rhythm of it was pe,-pe-ou ; this once
or twice repeated, but more of a squeal and somewhat human . Or do not all strange sounds thrill us
as human, till we have learned to refer them to their
proper source ? They appeared to answer one another
half a mile apart; could be heard from far woods a

mile off .
The wind has risen and the echo is poor ; it does
not reverberate up and down the river. No sound of
a bullfrog, but steadily the cricket-like Dana palustris'
alongshore.
Rowse heard a whip-poor-will at Sleepy Hollow tonight . No scent of muskrats .
Sept . 5. Were those plump birds which looked somewhat like robins crossing the river yesterday afternoon
golden plover? 1 heard the upland plover note at
same time, but these were much stouter birds . The
dangle-berries are now the only whortleberries which
' [Changed in pencil, evidently at a later date, to "mole cricket ."]
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are quite fresh. The feverwort berries began to turn
about a fortnight ago. Now quite yellow .
1'. M. - Up Assabct to Sam Barrett's Pond.
The river rising probably . The river weeds are now
much decayed . Almost all pads but the white lily have
disappeared, and they are thinned, and in midstream
those dense beds of weeds are so much thinned (potamogeton, heart-leaf, sparganium, etc ., etc .) as to give
one the impression of the river having risen, though
it is not more than six inches higher on account of
the rain. As I wade, I tread on the great roots only
of the yellow lily. I see now, against the edge of the
pads on each side of the stream, a floating wreck of
weeds, at first almost exclusively the Sparganium
minor, which stood so thick in midstream, the first
important contribution to the river wreck.
These
apparently become rotten or loose (though they are
still green), and the wind and water wash them to one
side. They form floating masses of wreck, and a few
small siums and pontederias are already mixed with
them. The stream must be fullest of weeds and most
verdurous (potamogetons, heart-leaf, sparganium, etc.)
when the brink is in perfection . The potamogetons
are much decayed and washed and blown into a snarl,
and no longer cover the surface with a smooth green
shield, nor do the heart-leaf.
This is a fall phenomenon . The river weeds, becoming rotten, though many are still green, fall or
are loosened, the water rises, the winds come, and
they are drifted to the shore, and the water is cleared .
During the drought I used to see Sam Wheeler's
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men carting hogsheads of water from the river to water
his shrubbery . They drove into the river, and, naked
all but a coat and hat, they clipped up the water with
a pail. Though a shiftless, it looked like an agreeable,
labor that hot weather .
Bathed at the stivamp white oak, the water again
warmer than I expected . One of these larger oaks is
stripped nearly bar(. by the caterpillars . Cranberryraking is now fairly l)("gun . The very bottom of the
river there is loose and crumbly with sawdust. I bring
up the coarse bits of wood (water-logged) between
my feet. I see much thistle-down without the seed
floating on the river. Saiv a hummingbird about a
cardinal-flower over the Nvater's edge. Just this side
the rock, the water near the shore and pads is quite
white for twenty rods, is with a vvbite sawdust, with
the cxuvix of small insects about an eighth of an inch
long, mixed with scum and weeds, apparently like
the green lice on birches, though they want the long
antennae of the last. Yet I suspect they are the same.
Did not the rain destroy them ? What others are so
plenty? I sec, as often before, a dozen doves on the
rock, apparently for coolness, which fly before me.
Polyflonum amph ibium var. terrestre apparently in
prime . I find some zizania grains almost black . See a
chip-bird . Sec many galls thiekly clustered and saddled about the twigs of
Y>rre young swamp white oaks . domeshaped ; hold on :dl , winter ; with grubs in middle ;
reddish-green .
A pretty large tupelo on a rock behind Sam Bar-
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rett's; some of its leaves a very deep and brilliant
scarlet, equal to any leaves in this respect. Some
waxwork leaves variegated greenish-yellow and darkgreen . His pond has been almost completely dry, more than he ever knew, -and is still mostly so. The
muddy bottom is exposed high and dry, half a dozen
rods wide, and half covered with great drying yellow
and white lily pads and steins . He improves the opportunity to ,skim off the fertile deposit for his compost-heap . Saw some button-bush balls going to seed,
which were really quite a rich red over a green base,
especially in this evening light . They are commonly
greener and much duller reddish . Barrett shows me
some very handsome pear-shaped cranberries, not uncommon, which may be a,
permanent variety, different from the com
mon rounded ones. Saw two pigeons which flew about
his pond and then lit on the elms over his house . Ile
said they had come to drink from Brooks's, as they
often did . IIe sees a blue heron there almost every
morning of late. Such is the place for them. A soapwort gentian by river ; remarkably early (? ). The top
has been bitten off! I hear the tree-toad to-day. Now
at. sundown, a blue heron flaps away from his perch on
an oak over the river before me, just above the rock.
Hear locusts after sundown .
Sept. 6. 6 A. m . - To Hill.

The sun is rising directly over the eastern (magnetic east) end of the street . Not yet the equinox . I
hear a faint warbling vireo on the elms still, in the
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morning . My little turtle, taken out of the shell September 2d, has a shell one and seven fortieths inches
long, or four fortieths longer than the diameter of the
egg-shell, to say nothing of head and tail. Warm
weather again, and sultry nights the last two . The
last a splendid moonlight and quite warm.
I am not sure that I have seen bobolinks for ten
days, nor blackbirds since August 28th .
9 r. ivt. -'There is now approaching from the west
one of the heaviest thunder-shoNvers (apparently) and
with the most incessant flashes that I remember to
have seen. It must be twenty miles off, at least, for
I can hardly hear the thunder at all . The almost
incessant flashes reveal the form of the cloud, at least
the upper and lower edge of it, but it stretches north
and south along the horizon further than we see. Every
minute I see the crinkled lightning, intensely bright,
dart to earth or forkedly along the cloud . It does
not always dart direct to earth, but sometimes very
crookedly, like the bough of a tree, or along the cloud
forkedly . The forked thunderbolt of the poets . It
seems like a tremendous dark battery bearing down
on us, with an incessant fire kept up behind it. And
each time, apparently, it strikes the earth or something
on it with terrific violence. We feel the rush of the cool
wind while the thunder is yet scarcely audible . The
flashes are, in fact, incessant for an hour or more,
though lighting up different parts of the horizon, now the edges of the cloud, now far along the horizon, - showing a clearer golden space beneath the
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cloud where rain is falling, through which stream tortuously to earth the brilliant bolts. It is a visible striking or launching of bolts on the devoted villages . It
crinkles through the clear yellow portion beneath the
cloud where it rains, like fiery snakes or worms, like
veins in the eye . At first it was a small and very distant cloud in the southwestern horizon, revealed by
its own flashes, - its rugged upper outline and its
whole form revealed by the flashes, - and no thunder heard . It seemed like a ship firing broadsides,
but it gradually advanced and extended itself, and
united with others north and south along the horizon,
and the thunder began to be heard, and wind came,
etc . At last came the rain, but not heavy, nor the
thunder loud, but the flashes were visible all around
US .

Before this, in the afternoon, to the Hollowell place
via Hubbard Bath, crossing the river.
A very warm day, one of the warmest of the year.
The water is again warmer than I should have believed ; say an average summer warmth, yet not so
warm as it has been. It makes me the more surprised
that only that day and a half of rain should have made
it so very cold when I last bathed here. Is not all our
really hot weather always contained between the 20th
of May and the middle of September? The checkerberries are just beginning to redden . The cinnamon
ferns along the edge of woods next the meadow are
many yellow or cinnamon, or quite brown and withered .
The sarsaparilla leaves, green or reddish, are spotted
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with Yellow, eyes centred with reddish, or dull-reddish
eyes with yellow iris . They have a very pretty effect
held over the forest floor. beautiful in their decay.
'I'lre Sessile-lcaved heIlwort is yellow, green, and brown,
all together er separately . Some white oak leaves are
covered with dull-Yellow spots. Now apparently is
the time to gather tile clusters of shrub oak acorns,
before they drop, to adorn a shelf with. Some, however, are ready to fall oil account. of the late drought .
I see -where tic squirrels have eaten them (the ilicifolia) and left. the shells on a stump . See galls on the
chinquapin, sessile on the stem, spherical, and in appearance betNvcen that, of yesterday on the swamp
white oak, lull the Castile-soap galls . I think I may
say that large Solomon's-seal berries have begun to be
red . I sec no swallows now, at Clatnsliell . They have
probably migrated . Still see the cracks in the ground,
and no ,doubt slia,ll till snow comes. Very few of the
Aster acrid-ulatus this Year, and they late.
Some large roundish or squarish Viburnum nudum
berries by fence between Ilosmer Spring and Lupine
Hill, near foot of bill, but I see no difference between
tile leaves, etc., and the others .
An aster. longifolius-like, some days at Hosmer
Ditch, with smaller flowers, 27-rayed, smaller scales,
leaves roniglr above and serrate, and purple stem rough.
I will call it ,1 . carneus for present . A similar, with
flesh-colored blwssom and longer scales, at A. lievwood Ditch. It may Ire a variety of what I saw by
Mill Brook and called teuv,ifolius ; scales alike, but
that had smooth leaves.
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Sept. 7. Thursday. The rain of last night has brought
down more leaves of elms and buttonwoods .
P. M. - To Moore's Swamp and Walden .
See some hips of the moss rose, very large and handsome, bright-scarlet, very much flattened globular . O n
the Walden road heard a somewhat robin-like clicking
note. Looked round and saw one of those small slatecolored, black-tipped, white-rumped h<zwks skimming
over the meadows with head down, at first. thirty feet
high, then low till he appeared to drop into the grass.'
It was quite a loud cliclceting sound .
Paddled to Baker Farm just after sundown, by full
moon.
I suppose this is the Harvest Moon, since the sun
must be in Virgo, enters Libra tile 23d inst.
The wind has gone clown, and it is a still, warm
night, and no mist.
It is just after sundown . The moon not yet risen, one
star, Jupiter (? ), visible, and many bats over and about
our heads, and small skaters creating a myriad dimples on the evening waters. We see a muskrat crossing, and pass a white cat on the shore. There are
many clouds about and a beautiful sunset sky, a yellowish (dunnish?) golden sky, between them in tile
horizon, looking up the river . All this is reflected in
the water . The beauty of the sunset is doubled by
the reflection . Being oil the water we have double the
amount of lit and dun-colored sky abm-c and beneath .
An elm in the yellow twilight loops very rich, as if
' Male marsh hawk.
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moss- or ivy-clad, and a dark-blue cloud extends into
the dun-golden sky, on which there is a little fantastic
cloud like a chicken walking up the point of it, with
its neck outstretched . The reflected sky is more dun
and richer than the real one . 'fake a glorious sunset
sky and double it, so that it shall extend downward
beneath the horizon as much as above it, blotting out
the earth, and [let] the lowest half be of the deepest
tint, and every beauty more than before insisted on,
and you seem withal to be floating directly into it.
The small
This seems the first autumnal sunset .
skaters seem more active than by day, or their slight
dimpling is more obvious in the lit twilight. A stray
white cat sits on the shore looking over the water. This
is her hour. A nighthawk dashes past, low over the
water. This is what we had .
It was in harmony with this fair evening that we
were not walking or riding with dust and noise through
it, but moved by a paddle without a jar over the liquid
and almost invisible surface, floating directly toward
those islands of the blessed which we call clouds in
the sunset sky . I thought of the Indian, who so many
similar evenings had paddled up this stream, with what
advantage he beheld the twilight sky . So we advanced
without (lust or sound, by gentle influences, as the
twilight gradually faded away . The height of the railroad bridge, already high (more than twenty feet to
the top of the rail), Nvas doubled by the reflection,
equalling that of a Roman aqueduct, for we could not
possibly see where the reflection began, and the piers
appeared to rise from the lowest part of the reflection
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to the rail above, about fifty feet. We floated directly
under it, between the piers, as if in mid-air, not being
able to distinguish the surface of the water, and looked
down more than twenty feet to the reflected flooring
through whose intervals we saw the starlit sky . The
ghostly piers stretched downward on all sides, and
only the angle made by their meeting the real ones
betrayed where was the water surface .
The twilight had now paled (lost its red and dun)
and faintly illumined the high bank. I observed no
firefly this evening, nor the 4th . The moon had not
yet risen and there was a half-hour of dusk, in which,
however, we saw the reflections of the trees . Any
peculiarity in the form of a tree or other object -if
it leans one side or has a pointed top, for instance is revealed in the reflection by being doubled and so
insisted on . We detected thus distant maples, pines,
and oaks, and they were seen to be related to the river
as mountains in the horizon are by day .
Night is the time to hear; our ears took in every
sotmd from the meadows and the village . At first we
were disturbed by the screeching of the locomotive and
rumbling of the cars, but soon were left to the fainter
natural sounds, - the creaking of the crickets, and the
little Rana palustris' (I am not sure that I heard it the
latter part of the evening), and the shrilling of other
crickets ( ?), the occasional faint lowing of a cow and
the distant barking of dogs, as in a whisper . Our
ears drank in every sound . I heard once or twice a
' ["Mole cricket" is here substituted in pencil for "Rana palustris."1
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clumping frog. This was while we lay off Nut Nleadow Broolc waiting for tile moon to rise . She burned
lhcr way slowly tlirougli tile small but thick clouds,
and, as fast as she triumphed over them and rose over
them, they appeared pale and shrunken, like the ghosts
of their former selves. Ntcanwliile we measured the
breadth of the clear cope over our heads, which she
would ere long traverse, and, while she was concealed,
looked up to the few faint stars in the zenith which
is ever lighted . C . thought that these few faint lights
in the ever-lit skti", whose inconceivable distance
was cnha1iced by a few downy wisps of cloud, surpassed any seen( that earth could show.' When the
inoon was lx"hind those small black clouds in the
horizon, they li:ul a splendid silver edging . At length
she rose above: them and shone aslant, like a ball of
fire over the woods . It was remarkably clear to-night,
and the water was not so remarkably broad therefore,
and hair haven was not clothed with that blue veil
like a mountain, which it wore on the 4th, but it was
not till we Inul passed the bridge that the first sheen
was reflected from the pads . The reflected shadow
of the hill was black as night, and we seemed to be
paddling directly into it a rod or two before us, but
tire nu"vc"r rc"aclnc"d it at all . "nc trees and hills were
distinctly hLnck betwccrn us :anel the nnoorn, .1ild tile
W:ctc, hl:wl: or gleaming accordingly . It ryas quite
(h, xnncl
:kl)ovc tile Cliffs we heard only one
or J\`'()
at (hst :1nce, a hooting owl and a screech
owl, and several wiup-poor-wills . The delicious fra,
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grance of ripe grapes was wafted to us by the night air,
as we paddled by, from every fertile vine on tile shore,
:cn(1 thus its locality was revealed ium-c surely than by
dayfi lit . We knew their fragrance was lx°tter than
their flavor. They perfumed tine whole river for a mile,
by night . You might have thought you lead reached
tile confines of Elysiucn . A slight zephyr wafted us almost imperceptibly into the middle of Fair Haven Pond,
while we lay watching and listening . The sheen of the
moon extended quite across the pond to us in a long
and narrow triangle, or rather witli concave sides
like a very narrow Eddystone Lighthouse, with its
base oil the southwest shore, and we heard the distant sound of the wind through the pines on the hilltop . Or, if we listened closely, we heard, still the faint
and distant barking of clogs . They rule tile night.
Near the south shore disturbed some ducks in the
water, which slowly flew away to seek a new restingplace, uttering a distinct and alarmed quack somethin(, like a goose.
We walked up to the old Baker house. in the
bright moonlight the character of the ground under
our feet was not easy to detect, and we did not know
at first but we were walking on sod and not on a field
laid down and lim-rowed . From the upland the pond
in the moonliglit looked bill(" --- :is iuuelh so as the sky .
We sat on the window-sill of the old horn-e-, illonght
of its former inhabitants, saw our bandit shadows
down the cellar-way (C. iia,d on a red fnnncl shirt
over his thin coat, - since he expected it would be
cold and damp, - and looked like one), listened to
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eacli sound, and observed each ray of moonlight through
the cracks . Heard an apple fall in the little orchard
close lay, while a whip-poor-will was heard in the pines .
Returning to the boat, saw a glow-worm in the
clamp path in the low ground. Returning later, we
experienced better the weird-like character of the
grapes
night, especially perceived the fragrance of the
moonthe
bright
and admired the fair smooth fields in
were
wonlight. There being no mist, the reflections
its
derfully distinct ; the whole of Bittern Cliff with
grove was seen beneath the waves.
Seat. 8. 1' . J-I. --'1'o boat under Fair Haven Hill via
Hubbard Bath, etc ., a-graping .
The ivy at ivy tree is scarlet a quarter part. Saw
one of my small slate-colored hawks of yesterday,
sitting in the midst of the upland field beyond, like a
crow. There is a great crop of Viburnum uudum berries this year. The green-briar berries not quite ripe.
Clams still lie up.
The grapes would no doubt be riper a week hence,
are
but I am compelled to go now before the vines
splendid
I
pluck
stripped. I partly smell them out .
great bunches of the purple ones, with a rich bloom
on theca and the purple glowing through it like a fire ;
lar,c red ones, also, with light clots, and some clear
green . Sometimes I crawl under low and thick bowers,
where they have run over the alders only four or five
feet high, .and sec the grapes hanging from a hollow
heinispliere of leaves over my head . At other times
I see them dark-purple or black against the silvery
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undersides of the leaves, high overhead where they
have run over birches or maples, and either climb or pull
them down to pluck them. The witch-hazel on Dwarf
Sumach Hill looks as if it would begin to blossom in
a day or two.
Talked with Garfield, who was fishing off his shore .
By the way, that shore might be named from him, for
he is the genius of it, and is almost the only man. I
ever see on that part of the river. He says that the two
turtles, of one of which I have the shell, weighed together eighty-nine pounds . He saw one when he was
a boy, which his father caught in Fair Haven Pond,
which several who saw it thought would have weighed
sixty pounds. That the biggest story he could tell.
Referred to the year not long since when so many were
found dead . There was one rotting right on that shore
where we were, "as big as a tray." Once, he and
another man were digging a ditch in a meadow in
Waltham . (He thought it was the last of September
or first of October -and that we did not see them put
their heads out much later than this .) They found
two mud turtles three feet beneath the surface and no
hole visible by which they entered . They laid them
out on the grass, but when they went to look for them
again, one was lost and the other had buried himself in the meadow all but the tip of his tail .
Ile heard some years ago a large flock of brant go
over "yelling" very loud, flying low and in an irregular dense flock like pigeons . He says the east shore of
Fair Haven under the Hill is covered with Heron-tracks .
One of his boys had seen marks where an otter had
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slid and eaten fish near the mouth of Pole Brook (my
Bidens Brook) . Remembered old people saving that
this river used to be a great hunting-place a hundred
years ago or more. A still streann with meadows, and
the deer used to come out on it. Had heard an old Mr.
Hosmer, who lived where E. Conant does, say that he
had shot three dozen muskrats at one shot at Birch
Island (the island at mouth of Fair Haven Pond) .
His father caught the great turtle while fishing and
sent him up to the house on Baker's farm where a
Jones lived, to get an axe to cut his head off. There
were two or three risen - Luke Potter, who lived
where Hayden does, for one - playing cards, and
when they learned what he wanted the axe for, they
came down to the shore to see him, and they judged
that he would weigh sixty pounds. Two or three
years ago he satin one caught that weighed forty-two

pounds.
I saw a muskrat-cabin apparently begun on a small
hummock for a core, now just before the first frost
and when the river wreck had begun to wash about.
Those fine mouthfuls appear to be gathered from the
river-bottom,-fine pontederias, sium, fontinalis, etc.,
etc ., decayed but somewhat adhesive. See fresh pontederia blossoms still. Started up ten ducks, which had
settled for _the night below the bath place, apparently
wood ducks .
I doubt if I have distinguished the Biidens cernua .
It may be the one I have thought a small chrysanthemoides . I find these last with smaller rays and larger
outer involucres and more or less bristly stems, yet
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equally connate and as regularly serrate, and it looks
like a difference produced by growing in a drier soil.
Many green-briar leaves are very agreeably thickly
spotted now with reddish brown, or fine green on a
yellow or green ground, producing a wildly variegated
leaf . I have seen nothing more rich. Some of these
curled leaves are five inches wide with a short point .
It is a leaf now for poets to sing about, a leaf to inspire poets. Now, while I am gathering grapes, I see
them. It excites me to a sort of autumnal madness .
They are leaves for Satyrus and Faunus to make their
garlands of. My thoughts break out like them, spotted
all over, yellow and green and brown. The freckled
leaf. Perhaps they should be poison, to be thus spotted .
I fancied these brown were blood-red spots, by contrast,
but they are not . Now for the ripening year! Even
leaves are beginning to be ripe.
Garfield says he found a hen-hawk's nest near Holden's
Swamp (the old ones had got his chickens), sixty feet
up a white pine. He climbed up and set a trap in it
baited with a fish, with a string ten feet long attached.
The young, but just hatched, faced him, and he caught
the old one by the legs thus.
I have brought home a lialf-bushel of grapes to scent
my chamber with. It is impossible to get them home
in a basket with all their rich bloom on them, which,
no less than the form of the clusters, makes their beauty .
As I paddled home with my basket of grapes in the
bow, every now and then their perfume was wafted
to me in the stern, and I thought that I was passing a
richly laden vine on shore . Some goldfinches twitter
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birchover, while I am pulling down the vines from the
before
ground
tops . The ripest rattle off and strew the
tiptoe
I reach the clusters, or, while I am standing on
and endeavoring gently to break the tough peduncle,
the petiole of a leaf gets entangled in the bunch and I
am compelled to strip them all off loosely.
"Yet once more . . .
I come to pluck your berries harsh and crude,
And with forc'd fingers rude,
Shatter your leaves before the mellowing year ."'

Sept. 9 . This morning I find a little hole, three quartortoise
ters of an inch or an inch over, above my small
(apparently
eggs, and find a young tortoise coming out
in the rainy night) just beneath . It is the Sternothcerus odoratus - already has the strong scent - and now
has drawn in its head and legs. I see no traces of the
yolk, or what-not, attached . It may have been out of
the egg some days. Only one as yet. I buried them in
the garden June 15th.
I am affected by the thought that the earth nurses
these eggs. They are planted in the earth, and the
earth takes care of diem ; she is genial to them and
does not kill them . It suggests a certain vitality and
intelligence in the earth, which I had not realized.
This mother is not- merely inanimate and inorganic .
Though the immediate mother turtle abandons her
offspring. the earth <in(] sun are kind to them. The
old turtle on which the earth rests takes care of them
hatch was not made
while the other waddles oft .
.
poisonous an(] deadly to diem The earth has some
[Milton's Lyridas .l
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virtue in it ; when seeds are put into it, they germinate ;
when turtles' eggs, they hatch in due time. Though
the mother turtle remained and brooded them, it would
still nevertheless be the universal world turtle which,
through her, cared for them as now . 'thus the earth
is the mother of all creatures .
Garfield said that one of his sons, while they were
haying in the river meadows once, found a hundred
little pickerel, an inch or inch and a half long, in [a]
little hole in the meadow not bigger than a bushel basket
and nearly dry . IIe took them out and put them into the
river. Another time he himself found many hundred
in a ditch, brought them home, and put them into his
large tub . They there lived a spell without his feeding
them, but, small as they were, lived on one another,
and you could see the tails sticking olit their mouths.
It would seem as if their spawn was deposited in those
little muddy-bottomed hollows in the meadows where
we find the schools of young thus landlocked.
Sept . 10 . Yesterday and to-day the first regular
rain-storm, bringing down more leaves, - elms, button woods, and apple tree, - and decidedly raising
the river and brooks . The still, cloudy, mizzling days,
September 1st and Qd, the thunder-shower of evening of September 6th, and this regular storm are the
first fall rains after the long drought. Already the
grass both in meadows and on hills looks greener,
and the whole landscape, this overcast rainy day,
darker and more verdurous . Hills which have been
russet and tawny begin to show some greenness .
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On account of the drought one crop has almost
entirely failed this year thus far, which the papers have
not spoken of. Last year, for the last three weeks of
August, the woods were filled with the strong musty
scent of decaying fungi, but this year I have seen very
few fungi and have not noticed that odor at all, - a
failure more perceptible to frogs and toads, but no
doubt serious to those whom it concerns.
As for birds : -About ten days ago especially I saw many large hawks, probably hen-hawks and young, about .
Within a week several of the small slate-colored and black-tipped
hawks .
August 20th, saw a sucker which I suppose must have been
caught by a fish hawk .
Ile(r screech owls and hooting owls these evenings .
Have not noticed blue jays of late .
Occasionally hear the phe-6e riot(! of chickadees.
Partridges probably cease to mew for their young .
For about three weeks have seen one or two small dippers .
For ten days a few wood and probably black ducks .
Small flocks of bluebirds about apple trees .
Larks common, but have riot heard them sing for some time .
Am not sure that I have seen red-wings or other blackbirds for
ten days.
About three weeks ago a small flock of robins and pigeon woodpeckers .
Robins common, and still hear some faint notes of woodpeckers .
Saw a downy woodpecker as a rarity within a week .
Believe I Bear no song sparrows sing nowadays.
See no F. bye ~nalis, hear no quails .
Heard my last pbwbe August 26th .
See no flocks of white-in-tails .
I -lear the nuthatch as a noN -elty within a week about street .
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Saw first tree sparrow about a week since in first rain .'
Have seen pigeons about a fortnight .
Have not distinguished rush sparrows for a long time, nor Savannah, nor yellow-winged .
Seen no snipe since August 16th .
Turtle doves for more than a month .
A chip-sparrow seen within a few days .
The warbling vireo still heard faintly in the morning.
For three weeks blue herons common on meadows and great
bittern .
Green bittern rather earlier for most part .
Have not heard kingfisher of late, - not for three weeks methinks .
Methinks I heard a faint sound from a chewink within a week?
Seen no barn swallows for a week .
Heard no catbirds nor brown thrashers sing for long time, but
seen the last at least within ten days .
Whip-poor-wills still common .
Think I saw white-throated (?) sparrows on button-bushes
about a week ago, the mizzling day.
Hear no golden robins for the last fortnight .
Bats common .
Not sure 1 have seen bobolinks since August 20th .
Kingbirds seen within a day or two .
Hummingbird within a week.
Goldfinches common .
Nighthawks still, but have not noticed the booming lately .
Cherry-birds common .
Cuckoo not heard lately .
Meadow-hen (?) seen August 30th .
Now generally ducks and other migratory birds are returning
from north and ours going south .'

Diplopappus linariifolius and Aster undulatus apparently now in prime .
' [Probably a mistake . The date is too early .]

' [It is significant that no warblers are included, even negatively,
in this list . Compare entry of June 9, 1.851 .]
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Sept. 11 . Measured to-day the little Sternothcerus
odoratzts which came out the ground in the garden
September 9th . Its shell is thirty-two fortieths of an
inch long, by twenty-five fortieths wide. It has a
distinct dorsal ridge, and its head and flippers are remarkably developed . Its raised back and dorsal ridge,
as in the case of the mud turtle, enable it to turn over
very easily . It may have been hatched some time before it came out, for not only there was no trace of the
yolk ( ? ), but its shell was much wider than the egg,
when it first came out of the ground. I placed a sieve
over it, and it remained in the hole it had made mostly
concealed the two rainy days, - the 9th and 10th, but to-day I found it against the edge of the sieve, its
head and legs drawn in and quite motionless, so that
you would have said the pulses of life had not fairly
begun to beat . I put it into the tub on the edge of the
mud . It seems that it does not have to learn to walk,
but walks at once. It seems to have no infancy such
as birds have. It is surprising how much cunning it
already exhibits . It is defended both by its form and
color and its instincts . As it lay on the mud, its color
made it very inobvious, but, besides, it kept its head
and legs drawn in and perfectly still, as if feigning
death-, but this was not sluggishness . At a little dis
tance I watched it for ten minutes or more. At length
it put its head out far enough to see if the coast was
clear, then, with its flippers, it turned itself toward
the water (which element it had never seen before),
and suddenly and with rapidity launched itself into
it and clove to the bottom . Its whole behavior was
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calculated to enable it to reach its proper element
safely and without attracting attention . Not only was
it made of a color and form (like a bit of coal) which
alone almost effectually concealed it, but it was made,
infant as it was, to be perfectly still as if inanimate
and then to move with rapidity when unobserved .
The oldest turtle does not show more, if so much, cunning. I think I may truly say that it uses cunning
and meditates how it may reach the water in safety .
When I first took it out of its hole on'the morning of
the 9th, it shrunk into its shell and was motionless,
feigning death.
That this was not sluggishness, I
have proved . When to-day it lay within half an inch
of the water's edge, it knew it for a friendly element
and, without deliberation or experiment, but at last,
when it thought me and all foes unobservant of its
motions, with remarkable precipitation it committed
itself to it as if realizing a long-cherished idea. Plainly
all its motions were as much the result of what is called
instinct as is the act of sucking in infants . Our own
subtlest [sic] is likewise but another kind of instinct.
The wise man is a wise infant obeying his finest and
never-failing instincts . It does not so much impress
me as an infantile beginning of life as an epitome of
all the past of turtledom and of the earth. I think of
it as the result of all the turtles that have been.
The little snapping turtle lies almost constantly on
the mud with its snout out of water. It does not keep
under water long. Yesterday in the cold rain, however,
it lay buried in the mud all clay!
Surveying this forenoon, I saw a small, round,
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bright-yellow gall (some are red on one side), as big
as a moderate cranberry, hard and smooth, saddled on
a white oak twig. So I have seen them on the swamp
white, the chinquapin, and the white, not to mention
the Castile-soap one on the ilicifolia acorn edge .
This is a cold evening with a white twilight, and
threatens frost, the first in these respects decidedly
autumnal evening . It makes us think of wood for the
winter. For a week or so the evenings have been sensibly longer, and I am beginning to throw off my summer idleness. This twilight is succeeded by a brighter
starlight than heretofore.
Sept. IQ. '1'uesda.y . A cool, overcast day threatening a storm . Yesterday, after the two clays' cold rain,
the air was very clear and fine-grained . This is a phenomenon we observe now after dog-clays, until it is
summed up in Indian summer.
P. 12. - To Hubbard Bath.
AZethinks these cool cloudy clays are important to
show the colors of some flowers, - that with an absence of light their own colors are more conspicuous
and grateful against the cool, moist, dark-green earth,
-- the Aster punicens (the most densely massed),
the (now beginning to prevail) Tradescanti, purple gerardia, ctc., etc. The river has at length risen perceptibli, and bathing I find it colder again than on the
zd, so that t stay in but a moment . I fear that it
will not again be warm . The weeds in midstream are
mostly drowned and are washing up to the shore,
-much vallisneria and heart-leaf (with its threadlike
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stems) are added to the previous wreck. (Vide, September 5th .)
A sprinkling drove me back for an umbrella, and I
started again for Smith's hill via Hubbard's Close .
I see plump young bluebirds in small flocks along the
fences, with only the primaries and tail a bright blue,
the other feathers above dusky ashy-brown, tipped with
white . How much more the crickets are heard a cool,
cloudy day like this! Is it not partly because the air
is Stiller? I see the Epilobium molle (?) (linear) in
Hubbard's Close still out, but I cannot find a trace of
the fringed gentian . I scare pigeons from Hubbard's
oaks beyond . How like the creaking of trees the slight
sounds they make! Thus they are concealed . Not
only their prating or guivet is like a sharp creak, but I
heard a sound from them like a dull grating or cracking
of bough on bough. I see the small aster (? ) in the
woods with inlz-black spots at the base of the leaves .
(It looks like a dumosus, but has no flowers .) White
oak acorns have many of them fallen . They are small
and very neat light-green acorns, with small cups, commonly arranged two by
two close together, often
with a leaf growing
between them ; but frequently three, forming a
little star with three rays,
looking very artificial . Some black scrub oak acorns
have fallen, and a few black oak acorns also have fallen .
The red oak began to fall first. Thorn apples are now
commonly ripe and the prinos berries are conspicu-
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ous . Beside many white birch I now see many chestnut leaves fallen and brown in the woods . There is
now at last some smell of fungi in the woods since the
rains .
On a white oak beyond Everett's orchard by the
road, I see quite a flock of pigeons ; their blue-black
droppings and their feathers spot the road. The bare
limbs of the oak apparently attracted them, though
its acorns are thick on the ground. These are found
whole in their crops . They swallow them whole. I
should think from the droppings that they had been
eating berries. I hear that Wetherbee caught ninetytwo dozen last week.
I see maple viburnum berries blue-black with but
little bloom . No fall cymes, and the cymes rather
less spreading than the other kinds . Some time. Now,
especially, the strong bracing scent of the delicate
fern by the Saw Mill Brook path. Dicksonia ? or a
coarser? How long has the mitchella been ripe? I
see many still perfectly green in the swamp . Fruit
of the damp and mossy forest floor ripening amid the
now mildewy and bracing fern scent of the damp
Medeola berries shining black (or perhaps
wood.
(lark blue-black ?) on long peduncles ; how long ?
The whorls of leaves now stand empty for most part
like shallow saucers, with their purple centres and
bare pcduncles .
I hear that many upland plover have been seen on
the bi.irnt Brooks's meadow .
Marsh speedwell and yellow Bethlehem-star still
out .
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Wednesday/ . P. M. -To Great Fields .
Many butternuts have dropped, - more than walnuts. A few raspberries still fresh. I find the large
thistle (Cirsium muticu7n) out of bloom, seven or eight
rods, perhaps, north of the potato-field and seven feet
west of ditch, amid a clump of raspberry vines .
Sept . 13 .

Thursday . 6 A . M . - To Hill.
I hear a vireo still in the elms. The banks have now
begun fairly to be sugared with the Aster Tradescanti.
I get very near a small dipper behind Dodd's, which
sails out from the weeds fairly before me, then scoots
over the surface crosswise the river, throwing the water
high, dives, and is lost. A Viola lanceolata out on the
meadow .
The sun soon after rising has gone into a mackerel
sky this morning, and, as I come down the hill, I observe a singular mirage ( ? ) . There is a large dense
field of mackerel sky with a straight and distinct edge
parallel with the southeast horizon and lifted above it,
apparently about double the height of the highest hills
there ; beneath this a clear sky, and lower still some
level bars of mist, which cut off the top of Pine Hill,
causing it to loom. The top, fringed with pines on
account of the intervening lower mist, is seen as it
were above the clouds, appears much too high, being
referred to a far greater distance than the reality . Our
humble scenery appears on a grand scale. I see the
fair forms of mighty pines standing along a mountain
ridge above the clouds and overlooking from a vast
distance our low valley. I think that the image is not
Sept . 14 .
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really elevated, but the bars of mist below make me
refer it to too great a distance and therefore it is seen
as higher. The appearance of those fine-edged pines, a
narrow strip of a mountain ridge half a mile in length,
is stupendous and imposing. It is as if we lived in
a valley amid the Ilimmalaya mountains, a vale of

Cashmere .
There was a fog last night which I think prevented
a frost .
To opposite Pelham's Pond by boat.
Quite cool, with some wind from east and southeast .
Took a watermelon for drink. I see many new and
perfect upright cobwebs on the sium gone to seed by
the side of the river. Now, instead of haying, they
are raking cranberries all along the river. The raker
moves slowly along with a basket before him, into
which he rakes (hauling) the berries, and his wagon
stands one side. It is now the middle of the cranberry
season. The river has risen about a foot within a week,
and now the weeds in midstream have generally disappeared, washed away or drowned . The ranunculus
stems and leaves are added to the floating wreck . Now
our oars leave a broad wake of large bubbles, which
are slow to burst. Methinks they are most numerous,
large, and slow to burst near the end of a warm and
dry slxll, and that the water loses some of this tenacity
in a rain . But now we have had rain. At any rate on the
4th, just after the first rains (of the 1st and tid), they
would not readily form to the hand . There is such a
difference in the state of the water . As we go up the
8 n.

n7 . -
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Clamshell Reach I see the reflections of oaks very much
prolonged by the fine ripple. Perhaps it is re-reflected
from ripple to ripple . The rainbow portion of the bayonet rush is just covered now by the rise of the river.
This cooler morning methinks the jays are heard more.
Now that the pontederias have mostly fallen, the polygonums are the most common and conspicuous flowers
of the river. The smaller one has not shown more before. I see a stream of small white insects in the air
over the side of the river. W. Wheeler is burning his
hill by the Corner road, just cut over. I see the scarlet
flame licking along the ground, not in a continuous
rank, but upright individual tongues of flame, undulating, flashing, forked, - narrow erect waves about
the size of a man or boy ; next the smoke rising perpendicularly, blue against the pines and fuscous against
the sky . Not till high in the sky does it feel the southerly
wind . When I look round for those light under sides
of the crisped leaves, which were so conspicuous in
the drought three weeks and more ago, I see none .
Methinks they have not so much flattened out again
since the rains, but have fallen, and that thus there
are two falls eveiy year. Those leaves which are curled
by the drought of July and August apparently fall
with the first fall rains, about the first week of Septemher, and those which remain are green as usual and
go on to experience their regular October change . The
only difference this year will be that there will not be
so many leaves for the second fall. The first fall is
now over.'
' For example, on the 17th I see that all those which lead changed
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Crossing Fair Haven, the reflections were very fine,
- not quite distinct, but prolonged by the fine ripples
made by an east wind just risen . At a distance, entering the pond, we mistook some fine sparkles, probably
of insects, for ducks in the water, they were so large,
which when we were nearer, looking down at a greater
angle with the surface, wholly disappeared . Some
large-leaned willow- bushes in the meadow southeast
of Lee's reflected the light from the under sides of a
part of their leaves, as if frost-covered, or as if white
asters were mingled with them. We saw, but two white
lilies on this voyage ; they are now clone. About a
dozen pontederia spikes, no mikania (that is now
white or gray), four or five large yellow lilies, and two
or three small yellow lilies. The liidens I3eckii is
drowned or dried up, and has given place to the great
bidens, the flower and ornament of the riversides at
present, and now in its glory-, especially at I. Rice's
shore, where there are dense beds . It is a splendid
yellow - Channing says a lemon yellow - and looks
larger than it is (two inches in diameter, more or
less) . Full of the sun . It needs a name. I see tufts
of ferns on the edge of the meadows at a little distance, handsomely tipped on edge with cinnamon
brown . Like so many brown fires they light up
the meadows . The button-bush everywhere yellowiny .
We see half a dozen herons in this voyage . Their
«; mgs ore so long in proportion to their bodies that
on flue Bill have fallen and many tree-tops, maple and chestnut,
are bare .
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there seems to be more than one undulation to a wing
as they are disappearing in the distance, and so you
can distinguish them. You see another begin before
the first has ended . It is remarkable how common
these birds are about our sluggish and marshy river .
We must attract them from a wide section of country .
It abounds in those fenny districts and meadow pondholes in which they delight . A flock of thirteen telltales, great yellow-legs, start up with their shrill whistle
from the midst of the great Sudbury meadow, and
away they sail in a #ek, - a sailing (or skimming)
flock, that is something rare methinks, - showing
their white tails, to alight in a more distant place . We
see some small dippers and scare up many ducks,
black mostly, which probably came as soon as the
earliest. The great. bittern, too, rises from time to
time, slowly flapping his way along at no great height
above the meadow .
The small polygonum is first particularly abundant
in the bend above the coreopsis, but it is [in] greatest
abundance and perfection at three quarters through
the great meadow, in great beds one to three rods wide,
very dense and now rising but six or eight inches or
so above the water . It is now apparently in perfection.
See swallow like a barn swallow . Counted twenty
haycocks in the great meadow, on staddles, of various
forms,tied round
with hay
ropes . They are picturesque objects in the meadow .
Little as the river has risen, these meadows are already
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not that
wet. The phragmites is still green . Why does
z
?
bear
fruit
large typha above the, CaHSew<iy
Just above the 31ill Valhie Bridge there is an interesting view of Itiob,scot, clad with wood, up the broad
meadows on Larned Brook, vrliich comes in there .
Above the Pclliant Pond Bridge, a short distance
further, Nve dined ; then went on. An interesting view
and part of the river, - quite broad at the Great
on
Chestnut house, -- and a good land[ingj just before
the left. Went half a mile or more above the Chestnut
the
house. Plenty of hibiscus out of bloom just above
opposite
some
Chestnut house oij tho Nt-est side, and
some elms where ,ve link (lined, - all in Wayland .
What is than large, sl(arply triangular, hollow-sided
the
sedge about four feet liigli (in the north edge of
meadow,
grassCoarse,
middle
of the great
river in
like somewhat .'
We went up thirteen or fourteen miles at least, and,
as we stopped at tail- l lztver2 Hill returning, rowed
about twenty-five miles to-dety .
Sept. 15 . P. dl. - To boat under hair Haven Hill
and clown river.
1)e .smodium ( :') or lcspedeza ticks cover my clothes.
has
I know not Mien I get them . The witch-hazel
a
third
or
Its
leaves,
lltlt
.
opened since the Stli ; sav
.spe_
Soiidccgo
brown
.
a half of thei3i, ore \,,hove rind
3

,

'

It does .

Vi G

Aid"

: ;I,

12;.i<i .

t~ith

July .31

18 ;19 .

owl Wachusett
3
it w:is alnindantIV ont the 11th (Y(^sterday)
exposed to the sun and drier.
probably
more
1\Iountain, where it is
Sophia Nvas there.
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ciosa at Clamshell out several clays . Goodwin, the oneeyed fisherman, is back again at his old business (and
HaYnes also) . He says lie has been to Cape Cod
a-haying. He says that their "salt grass cuts about the
saint with our fresh meadow ."
Saw a chewink .
Mrs . Mowatt, the actress, describes fancy ball in
Paris, given by an American millionaire, at which "one
lady . . . wore so many diamonds (Said to be valued
at two hundred thousand dollars) that she was escorted
in her carriage by gendarmes, for fear of robbery."
This illustrates the close connection between luxury and
robbery, but commonly the gendarmes are further off.
it

Scpt. 16. Sophia and mother returned from Wachusett. S. saw much bayberry in Princeton .
1'. M. -'To Fringed Gentian Meadow over Assabet and to Dugan Desert.
I see a wood tortoise in the woods. Why is it there
now ~ One man thinks there are not so many pigeons
as last week, that it is too cold for them. There have
been a few slight frosts in some places . The clematis
is feathered . One Asclepias Coriauti begun to discount.
I see many hardhaeks in the lichen pasture by Tommy
Wheeler's which are leafing out again conspicuously .
I see little flocks of chip-birds along the roadside and
on the apple trees, showing their light under sides when
they rise.
I find the mud turtle's eggs at the Desert all hatched .
There is a small hole by which they have made their
exit some time before the last rain (of the 14th) and
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since I was here on the 4th . There is, however, one
still left in the nest. As the eggs were laid the 7th of
June, it makes about three months before they came
out of the ground. The nest was full of sand and eggshells . I saw no tracks of the old one . I took out the
remaining one, which perhaps could not get out alone,
and it began slowly to crawl toward the brook about
five rods distant. It went about five feet in as many
minutes . At this rate it would have reached the water
in a couple of hours at most. Then, being disturbed
by my moving, stopped, and, when it started again,
retraced its steps, crossed the hole which I bad filled,
and got into a rut leading toward another part of the
brook, about ten rods distant. It climbed directly
over some weeds and tufts of grass in its way . Now
and then it paused, stretched out its head, looked
round, and appeared to be deliberating, waiting for
information or listening to its instinct . It seemed to
be but a blundering instinct which it obeyed and as
if it might be easily turned from its proper course .
Yet in no case did it go wholly wrong. Whenever I
took it up, it drew in its head and legs, shut its eyes,
and remained motionless. It was so slow that I could
not stop to watch it, and so carried it to within seven
or eight inches of the water, turning its bead inland .
At length it nut out its tread and legs, turned itself
round, crawled to the water, and endeavored as soon
as it entered it to bury itself at the bottom, but, it being
sand, it could riot. I put it further into the stream, and
it was at once carried down head over heels by the
current . I think they come out in the night .
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Another little sternotha?rus has come out of the
ground since eight this morning (it is now 11 A . 1V1 .) . 1
The first sternotha rus has remained buried in the
mud in the tub from the first, and the snapping turtle
also for the last few days.
The locust sounds rare now . I make the oak at the
southeast corner of the Agricultural Ground to be a
scarlet oak, - riot yellow-barked ; leaf more deeply cut,
lighter green, narrower at point ; acorn more pointed,
its upper scales not recurved off from the acorn like
the black.
Sept. 18. Monday . Viburnum nudumin flower again .
Fringed gentian near Peter's out a short time, but as
there is so little, and that has been cut off by the mowers,
and this is not the leading stem that blooms, it may
after all be earlier than the hazel .' I see the potatoes
all black with frosts that have occurred within a night
or two in Moore's Swamp.
Seat. 19. Tuesday. P. M. -To Conantum.
Viburnum Lentago berries now perhaps in prime,
though there are but few blue ones.
' Another, Sept . 17th, found in morning . Another the 18tb,
between 8 and 11 A. ai . Another the 18th, between 11 A . ar . and 1 P . M .
Another between 1 and 3 r . vi, the 18th . Another found out on the
morning of the 19th . Another was (lug out the 25th . (All hatched,
then, but one egg which I have .)
A snapping turtle had come out on the morning of the 20th, one
at least . Another on the morning of the 23d Sept . Another on the
morning of the 26th .
a Frost-bitten in Hubbard's Close the
21st (or before) .
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Thinking this afternoon of the prospect of my writing
lectures and going abroad to read them the next winter, I realized how incomparably great the advantages
of obscurity and poverty which I have enjoyed so long
(and may still perhaps enjoy) . I thought with what
more than princely, with what poetical, leisure I had
spent my years hitherto, without care or engagement,
fancy-free . I have given myself up to nature, I have
lived so many springs and summers and autumns
and Winters as if I had nothing else to do but live
them, and imleibc whatever nutriment they had for
me ; I have spent a couple of years, for instance,
with the flowers chiefly, having none other so binding
engagement as to observe when they opened; I could
have afforded to spend a whole fall observing the
changing tints of the foliage . Ali, how I have thriven
on solitude and pm-erty! I cannot overstate this advantage . I (to not see how I could have enjoyed it, if
the public had been expecting as much of me as there
is danger now that they will. If I go abroad lecturing, how shall I ever recover the lost winter?
It has been my vacation, my season of growth and
expansion, a prolonged youth.
An upland plover goes off from Conantum top (though
with a white belly), uttering a sharp ~chitc, tu white .
That drought was so severe that a feu, trees here and
there-- birch, maple, chestnut, apple, oak-have lost
nearly ~it] their leaves . I see large flocks of robins with
a few flickers, the former keeping up their familiar
peeping mid chirping.
Many pignuts have fallen . Hardha.ck is very com-
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monly putting forth new leaves where it has lost the
old . They are half in inch or three quarters long,
and green the stems well. The stone-crop fruit has for
a week or more had a purplish or pinkish (?) tinge
by the roadside . Fallen acorns in a few days acquire
that wholesome shining dark chestnut (?) color. Did
I see a returned yellow redpoll fly by?
I saw, some nights ago, a great deal of light reflected
from a foghank over the river upon Mon
roe's white
fence, malting it conspicuous
almost as
by moonlight from my -window .
Scarlet
oak acorn (commonly a broader
cup with ~1
more shelf) .'
Sept. 20 . Windy rain-storm last night .
See to-day quite a flock of what I think must be rusty
grackles about the willows and button-bushes .
Sept. 21. Thursday . I'. M . - To Flint's Pond.
The first frost in our yard last night, the grass white
and stiff in the morning. The muskmelon vines are
now blackened in the sun . There have been some frosts
in low grounds about a week. The forenoon is cold,
and I have a fire, but it is a fine clear day, as I find
when I come forth to walk in the afternoon, a finegrained air with a seething or shimmering in it, as I
look over the fields, - days which remind one of the
Indian summer that is toy come. Do not these (lays
mornings?
always succeed
the first frosty
Vide another figure in fall of '58.
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The woods generally may now be said to be fairly
beginning to turn (this with the first noticeable frost) .
The red maples, especially at a distance, begirt, to light
their fires, some. turning yellow, and within the woods
many oak, e. g . scarlet and black and chestnut, and
other leaves begin to show their colors. Those leaves
of the young white oaks which have changed dullsalmon, crimson, scarlet (many incline to crimson)
are mostly within the tree and partially concealed by
the green leaves . They are handsomest looking up from
below, the light through them.
With this bright, clear, but rather cool air the bright
yellow of the autumnal dandelion is in harmony and
the heads of the dilapidated goldenrods . The gentian
is already frost-bitten , almost as soon as it is open.
Those pretty little white oak acorn stars of three rays
are now quite common on the ground .
Utricularia (the leafiess) abundant, and Lobelia
Dortmanna still out at Flint's Pond. That small erect
milfoil is very abundant now . The pond is low near
the bathing-rock .
I hear many jays since the frosts began . The nuthatch is common in woods and on street . Hear the
chewink and the cluck of the thrasher .
I sometimes seem to myself to owe all my little
success, all for which men commend me, to my vices. I.
a m perhaps more willful than others and make enormous sacrifices, even of others' happiness, it may be,
to gain my ends. It would seem even as if nothing good
could be accomplished without some vice to aid in it.
' [A question-mark in pencil is inserted here.]
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The leaves of the wild cherry, being sound and entire,
are in some places a particularly handsome clear, uniform what you may call cherry red, perhaps inclining
to crimson, - perhaps like the stain of cherry juice. ,
I am surprised to see how many leaves in the woods
have been apparently eaten through on the edges by
some insect, leaving only a faded network of veins
there, contrasting with the green centres . In some
places almost every leaf of the young white oaks (and
black or shrub oak) and chestnuts has this very handsome and regular pale edging as of lace-work . It
is about one twelfth of an inch in diameter, and is
exceedingly regular, following strictly the outline of
the leaf, however cut or lobed, by nature or accident,
and preserving the same width . As these leaves (of
young oaks, etc.) are commonly several together in one
plane disposed ray-wise, - rosettes, - the effect of this
edging is enhanced . These young leaves are still of
a clear and delicate and now somewhat precious green.
The extreme edge is left firm and entire, and the pulp
of the leaf is eaten through only just within it.
Sept . 29, . Friday . Another hard frost this morning,
notwithstanding some fog at same time, and another
fine day after it.
P. M. - Over Nawshawtuct .
The river is peculiarly smooth and the water clear
and sunny as I look from the stone bridge. A painted
tortoise with his head out, outside of the weeds, looks
as if resting in the air in that attitude, or suggests
` Vide Sept. 30.
.
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it, - an angle of forty-five degrees, with head and
flippers outstretched . I see no particular effects of
frost on the pontederias ; they have been falling steadily without regard to it. It would be worth the while
to observe all the effects of the first frosts on vegetation, etc ., etc.
Celtis berries begin to yellow . As I look off from
the hilltop, 1 wonder if there are any finer clays in
the year than these . The air is so fine and more bracing,
and the laudscape has acquired some fresh verdure
withal . The frosts come to ripen the Year, the days,
like fruits, --- per,immous .
What if we v,~cre to walk by sunlight with equal
abstraction and aloofness, yet with equally impartial
observation and criticism. As if it shone not for you,
nor you for it, but you had come forth into it for the
nonce to admire" it. . 13v moonlight we are not of the
earth earthy, but we are of the earth spiritual . So
by ,sunlight, seeing the sun but as a
might we walk
moon, a comparatively faint and reflected light, and
the day as a brooding night, in which we glimpse
some stars still .
Some shrub oak acorns are prettily rayed, green and
vello'kvislh
. Some white oak ones are turned salmon.
c"olor, or blushing like the leaves. Grape leaves in
low grounds are frost-bitten and crisped before they
have Yellowed.'
Crossing the bill behind ^cliuott's just as the sun
is preparing to clip below the horizon, the thin haze
in the atmosphere north and south along the west
' l'icle [p. 52].
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horizon reflects a purple tinge and bathes the mountains with the same, like a bloom on fruits . I wonder
if this phenomenon is observed in warm weather, or
before the frosts have come . Is it not another evidence
of the ripe days ? I saw it yesterday .
I am surprised to see balls ou the scarlet oak. Its
acorn and cup are peculiarly top-shaped, the point
of the acorn being the bottom . The cup is broader
than in the black oak, making a broader shelf about
the acorn, and is more pear-shaped or prolonged at
top . The acorn is not so rounded, but more tapering
at point . And some scarlet oak leaves which I [see]
have their two main. veins and diverging ribs nearly
opposite, while in a black oak leaf these veins, and
hence lobes, are not nearly opposite .'
13v moonlight all is ,simple. We are enabled to erect
ourselves, our minds, on account of the fewness of
objects . We are no longer distracted. It is simple as
bread and water. It is simple as the rudiments of an
art, - a lesson to be taken before sunlight, perchance,
to prepare us for that.
Sept. Q3 . P. VI. - To Great Meadows via Gowing's
Swamp .
I was struck with the peculiar and interesting colors
of the naked arms of the buttonwood at the brick house,
delicate tints seen from the ground, -whitish, greenish,
and fawn-colored
They look as if recently bared
by the scaling off of the old bark. The buttonwoods
are in a flourishing condition thus year. The first time.
' Not general.
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My pink azaleas which had lost their leaves in the
drought are beginning to leave out again .
The I3eliantlaus tuberosus (Jerusalem artichoke)
beyond Moore's shows a little yellow, but will not
open there for some days yet . Low blackberry vines
generally red . There are many lice on birches still,
notwithstanding the frosts . The high blueberry bushes
scattered here and there, the higher islands in Beck
Stow's Swamp, begin to paint it bright-red . Now look
out for redness on the face of the earth, such as is seen
on the cheek of the sweet viburnum, or as [a] frosty
morning walk imparts to a man's face . Very brilliant
and remarkable now are the prinos berries, so brilliant
and fresh when most things - flowers and berries have withered . I gather pretty good wild pears near
the new road, -- now in prime . The Cornus sericea
bushes along the edge of the Great Meadows are now
turned mulberry, and here is an end of its berries
then. The hard frosts of the 21st and 22d have put an
end to several kinds of plants, and probably berries,
for this year. This is the crisis when many kinds conclude their summer.
Bull says it is only the immature leaves of his new
grape which are crisped by the frost as vet. Here, on
the east edge of the Great '_Meadows, all the flowering
fern is turned brown and withered (I am not sure but
it began before the frost), and the common eupatoriums
are a very dark brown or black for the same reason.
All along the river the upper half of the button-bushes
is turned brown and withered in consequence of the
frost, while many other plants in their auidst are un-
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touched . As it began late, it falls early. Its
balls are
equally browned, and may now be said to be
ripened
by frost. After those frosts a day's sun revealed
what
mischief the frost had done by the withering and
blackened leaves . Many plants fall with the first frosts, grapes, button-bushes ; what else ? Probably some
asters and goldenrods.
Monroe has shot a loon to-day .
Sept. 24.

Sunday. 6 A . ns. - To Hill.
Low fog-like veil on meadows .
On the large sassafras trees on the hill I see many of
the handsome red club-shaped pedicels left, with their
empty cups which have held fruit; and I see one
or
two elliptical but still green berries . Apparently
the
rest have ripened and fallen or been gathered by
birds already, unless they fell prematurely . Gray
says that the berries are dark-blue and ripen in September .
Catnep still in bloom. Hear the flicker note. See a
song-sparrow-like bird singing a confused low jingle .
Afterward hear from a willow by river a clear strain
from a song sparrow!
Man identifies himself with earth or the material,
just as he who has the least tinge of African blood in
his veins regards himself as a negro and is identified
with that race. Spirit. is strange to him ; he is afraid
of ghosts .
The Viburnum Lentago berries now turn blue-black
in pocket, as the nudum did, which last are now all
gone, while the Len.tago is now just in season.
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1'. M . --By boat to Grape Cliff.
'These are the stages in the river fall : first, the two
varieties of yellow lily pads begin to decay and blacken
(log; ago), second, the first fall rains come after dog(lays and arise and cool the river, and winds wash the
decaving sparganiuir,, etc ., etc., to the sl'o'es and clear
the channel more or less ; third, when the first harder
frosts conic (as this year the 121st and 22d inst.), the
button-bushes, which before had attained only a dull
mixed Yellow, are suddenly bitten, wither, and turn
brown, all l)ut tl,t" protected parts .
The first fall i, so gradual as not to make much
impression, but the last suddenly and conspicuously
gives a fall aspect to the scenery of the river. 'The
button-bushes thus withered, covered still with the gray,
airet'dy withered n,il:atua, su(l(lenly paint with a rich
brcnvu th,,, river's brim. It is like the crust, the edging,
of a how's h''''ove,' done brown . And the black willows, slightly failed zu'd crisped with age or heat, enhance rmy sense of the year's n'aturity. 'There, where
the land appears to lap over the water by a mere edging,
these thinner portions are first done broNvn . I float
over the still liquid middle .
I have not seen any such conspicuous effect of frost
as tills sudden withering of the button-bushes . The
n,ustcr,tts ,nal.e }'_'sic, now to rear 'their cabins and
c~mnac <tl tlo "r ~,clvess .
lwt 1 t=ike" to be small flocks of grackles
covert of the button-bushes and
feedinz, benc",rtll
])list,
to
btisl'
. 'I'l,ev seldom expose themflitting frog'
selves
1,11,
bcgir's
to be clear of weeds,
'1'lie water
1

";cc

.;till

\%

file
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and the fishes are exposed . It is now too cold to bathe
will' comfort, yet the clams have 'tot gone down. The
river is still ,low. I scared up a duck (wood?) (white
under side wings), which circled round four times,
twice ('riddle times) high in the air a diameter of a
hundred rods, and finally alighted with a long, slanting flight near where it rose. The sun,achs (though I
have not observed the poison (vvnmata)) ire. now
turned before trees . Green-briar berries ripe, blueblack, or purplish, apparently with the frosts of 21st
and 22d. The red maple leaves along the river are
much curled and show their -whitish under sides even
more than a month ago, owing probably to their age
as well as the summer's drought (from which last they
had partly recovered a fortnight (?) ago).
Saw a warbler which inquisitively approached the
creeper-wise along some dead brush twigs . It. may
have been the pine-creeping warbler, though I could
see no white bars on wings.
I should say all yellowZ,
above ; clear lemon-yellow throat and breast
- and vent (?) ; narrow white ring around eye ; black
bill, straight ; clay-colored (?) legs ; edge of wings white .
Young hickories, pretty generally, and some black
oaks are frost-bitten, but no young white oaks. On
the shrub oak plain under Cliffs, the young white oaks
tire generally now tending to a dull inward red . The
ilictf6lia generally green still; with a few yellowish or
else scarlet leaves . The yours; bhwk oaks `with 'nary
reel, scarlet, or yellowish leaves.
'l'i'e chinquapin
pretty generally a clear brilliant dark reel. The same
will, a few twigs of the scarlet oat:, but not brilliant, i. e.
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glossy . The tupelo green, reddish, and brilliant scarlet,
all together. The brightest hazel dim vermilion . Some
.
red maple sprouts clear scarlet deepening to purplish
tinge
of
reddish
with
a
The panicled cornet green
purple. Only these young trees and bushes are yet
conspicuously changed . The tupelo and the chinquapin the most brilliant of the above. The scarlet oak

the clearest red .
But little bright Solidayo nemorosa is left. It is
generally withered or dim .
What name of a natural object is most poetic? That
which he has given for convenience whose life is most
nearly related to it, -ho has known it longest and best.
The perception of truth, as of the duration of time,
etc ., produces a pleasurable sensation .
To boat opposite Bittern Cliff via
Sept. 95 . P .
Cliffs .
I suspect that I know on what the brilliancy of the
autumnal tints will depend . On the greater or less
drought of the summer . If the drought has been uncommonly severe, as this year, I should think it would
so far destroy the vitality of the leaf that it would attain
only to a dull, dead color in autumn, that to produce
sap and
a brilliant autumn the plant should be full of
vigor to the last.
It is a
Do I sec an F. hyenalis in the Deep Cut
month earlier than last gear.
I am det~jined by the very bright red blackberry
leaves strewn along the sod, the. vine being inconspicuous . How the,g spot it!
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On the shrub oak plain, as seen from Cliffs, the
red at least, balances the green. It looks like a rich,
shaggy rug now, before the woods are changed. I see
several smokes in the distance, of burning brush (? ).
The button-bush leaves are rapidly falling and covering the ground with a rich brown carpet. The pontederias, too, show decidedly the effect of the frost . The
river is as low [as] ordinarily in summer, eight or nine
inches below the long stone, and the stripe of the bayonet rush, now clear dark pink, eight or nine inches
wide, is again exposed . Saw at a distance a fox or an
otter withdrawing from the riverside . I think that if
that August haze had been much of it smoke, I should
have smelt it much more strongly, for I now smell
strongly the smoke of this burning half a mile off, though
it is scarcely perceptible in the air .
There was a splendid sunset while I was on the
water, beginning at the Clamshell reach . All the lower
edge of a very broad dark-slate cloud which reached
up backward almost to the zenith was lit up through
and through with a dun golden fire, the sun being below the horizon, like a furze plain densely on fire, a
short distance above the horizon, for there was a clear,
pale robin's-egg sky beneath, and some little clouds on
which the light fell high in the sky but nearer, seen
r!,gainst the upper part of the distant uniform dark-slate
one, were of a fine grayish silver color, with fine mothero'-pearl tints unusual at sunset (? ). The furze gradually burnt out on the lower edge of the cloud, changed
into a smooth, hard pale pink vermilion, which gradually faded into a gray satiny pearl, a fine Quaker-color .
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All these colors were prolonged in the rippled reflection
to five or six times their proper length . The effect
was particularly remarkable in the case of the reds,
which were long bands of red perpendicular in the
water.
Bats come out fifteen minutes after sunset, and then
I hear some clear song sparrow strains, as from a
fence-post amid snows in early spring .
Sept. 26. Took my last bath the 24th. Probably
shall not bathe again this year. It was chilling cold.
It is a warm and very pleasant afternoon, and I walk
along the riverside in Merrick's pasture . I hear a faint
jingle from some sparrows on the willows, etc ., -tree
or else song sparrows . Many swamp white oak acorns
have turned brown on the trees. Some single red maples
are very splendid now, the whole tree bright-scarlet
against the cold green pines ; now, when very few trees
are changed, a most remarkable object in the landscape ; seen a mile off . It is too fair to be believed,
especially seen against the light.' Some are a reddish
or else greenish yellow, others with red or yellow cheeks.
I suspect that the yellow maples had not scarlet blossoms.
The bunches of panicled cornet are purple, though
you see much of the gray under sides of the leaves .
Vibu.rnum dentatum berries still hold on.
Sept. 28. R. W. E.'s pines are parti-colored, preparing to fall, some of them. The sassafras trees on
' [Excursions, p . 259 ; Riv . 318.]
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the hill are now wholly a bright orange scarlet as seen
from my window, and the small ones elsewhere are
also changed. Sweet-briar hips ripe .
As I complain that the voyager to arctic regions,
in his description of the scenery, does not enough remind the reader directly or indirectly of the peculiar
dreariness of the scene or of the perpetual twilight of
the arctic night, so he whose theme is moonlight will
find it difficult to illustrate it with the light of the moon
alone .'
Sept . 29. P. 1VI. - To Lee's Bridge via Mt. Misery
and return by Conantum .
Yesterday was quite warm, requiring the thinnest
coat. To-day is cooler. The elm leaves have in some
places more than half fallen and strew the ground with
thick rustling beds, - as front of Hubbard's, - perhaps earlier than usual .'
Bass berries dry and brown . Now is the time to gather
barberries.
Looking from the Cliffs, the young oak plain is
now probably as brightly colored as it will be. The
bright reds appear here to be next the ground, the lower
parts of these young trees, and I find on descending
that it is commonly so as yet with the scarlet oak,
which is the brightest . It is the lower half or two
thirds which have changed, and this is surmounted
by the slender, still green top . In many cases these
' [Excursions, p . 326 ; Riv . 401 .]
z [In the margin against this paragraph the words
"The dry year"
are written in pencil.]
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leaves have only begun to be sprinkled with bloody
spots and stains, - sometimes as if one had cast up a
quart of blood from beneath and stained them. I now
see the effect of that long drought on some young oaks,
especially black oaks. Their leaves are in many instances all turned to a clear and uniform brown, having so far lost their vitality, but still plump and fullveined and not yet withered . 'Many are so affected
and, of course, show no bright tints. They are hastening
to a premature decay . The tops of many young white
oaks which had turned are already withered, apparently by frost.
Saw two either pigeon or sparrow hawks, apparently male and female, the one much larger than the
other. I see in miatizt places the fallen leaves quite
thickly covering the ground in the woods . A large
flock of crows wandering about and cawing as usual
at this season . I hear a very pleasant and now unusual
strain on the sunny side of an oak wood from many though I do not get a clear
I think 1%. hyeneolzs
their
slight jingling strain is reof
them.
Even
view
The catbird still mews.
still
season.
markable at this
(living
in smooth water near
I see two ducks alterna[ely
the shore of Fair Haven Pond . Sometimes both are
under at once. The milkweed down is flying at Clematis Ditch .
'1'liis evening is quite cool and breezy, with a prolonged Avlute twilight, quite Septemberish.
When I look at the stars, nothing which the astronomers have said attaches to them, they are so simple
and remote . Their knowledge is felt to be all terres-
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trial and to concern the earth alone . It suggests that
the same is the case with every object, however familiar ;
our so-called knowledge of it is equally vulgar and
remote .
One might say that all views through a telescope
or microscope were purely visionary, for it is only
by his eye and not by any other sense -not by his
whole man - that the beholder is there where he is
presumed to be. It is a disruptive mode of viewing as
far as the beholder is concerned .
Sept. 30. P. M. - Viu Assabet to the monarda
road.
I am surprised to see that some red maples, which
were so brilliant a day or two ago, have already shed
their leaves, and they cover the land and the water
quite thickly . I see a countless fleet of them slowly
carried round in the still bay by the Leaning Hemlocks .' I find a fine tupelo near Sam Barrett's now
all turned scarlet . I find that it has borne much fruit
-small oval bluish berries, those I see - and a very
little not ripe is still left. Gray calls it blackish-blue .
It seems to be contemporary with the sassafras . Both
these trees are now particularly forward and conspicuous in their autumnal change. I detect the
sassafras by its peculiar orange scarlet half a mile
distant . Acorns are generally now turned brown and
fallen or falling ; the ground is strewn with them and
in paths they are crushed by feet and wheels . The
white oak ones are dark and the most glossy .
' [Excursions, p . 267 ; Riv . 327, 328 .]
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'rite clear bright-scarlet, leaves of the smooth sumach
in many places are curled an,] drooping, banging
straight down, so as to make a funereal impression,
reminding me [of] a red sash and a soldier's funeral .
They impress me quite as black crape similarly arranged,
the bloody plants .'
The conventional acorn of art is of course of no
particular species, but the artist might find it worth
his while to study Nature's varieties again .
The song sparrow is still about, and the blackbird .
Saw a little bird with a distinct white spot on the
wing, yellow about eye, and whitish beneath, which
I think must be one of the wrens I saw last spring .
At present the river's brim is no longer browned with
button-bushes, for those of their leaves which the
frost had touched have already fallen entirely, leaving a thin crop of green ones to take their turn.
' [C1uLnning, p. 99 .]

